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Three dimensions of social entrepreneurship"



Source: www.historyandwomen.com"

• Nascent & mature"
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Social entrepreneurship is ambiguous"
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• What is “social”?"

• Pre-paradigmatic"
– Multitude of terms and definitions"

– No clear boundaries"

– Difficult to locate ! legitimacy"

– Context dependent"

– Challenging prevalent narratives"



… "play an important role in the current change of economic 
paradigms by challenging/disrupting institutions and structures 
on different levels;"

… "conduct a wide range of activities: "
•  from activism to social business,"
•  and social enterprise to corporate social responsibility,"
•  in various industrial sectors;"
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Social entrepreneurs…"

… "are both driver and product of social innovation."
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Examples of social entrepreneurial activities"
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Three types of social entrepreneurs*"

8" * Typology based on Zarah, et al."



Driver and product of social innovation"

•  Money, the cooperative movement, legislation, tax, therapy, 
unions, kindergartens, management concepts, and social 
entrepreneurship…"

•  Emerges particularly in times of transition: "
–  Response to significant changes and unfolding questions,"
–  meeting specific needs in a particular period of history."

•  “Passionate pioneers and grassroots activists”, rather than 
governments."

•  Challenge to systemize ideas and find resources."
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•  Traditional non-profit"
• Non-profit with earned income"
•  For-profit with a social mission"
• Hybrid"

Generic Business Models"

•  Social enterprise"
•  Social business"

•  B-Corporation"

• Community interest company"

Special Forms"

Business models"
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Critique of social entrepreneurship"
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• Vagueness of the term opens up room for confusion"

•  Information asymmetries"

• Positive impact on society?"

• Harmful combination of opposing values"

• Mission drift"

•  Itʼs just entrepreneurship"



Social Entrepreneurship/Social Entrepreneurs…"
…"is difficult to grasp due to ambiguity of domain  

& pre-paradigmatic state"
…"may be understood as a new sector or even paradigm"
…"challenge (actively or passively, directly or indirectly) 

economic wisdom, assumptions, principles"
…"is more about the “how” than the “what”"
…"apply business methods to resolve social/environmental 

problems"
…"want to be financially successful"
…"is a heavily discussed domain"
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Wrap-up"



Thanks for your time!!

Michael Bauer-Leeb"
michael@thegoodtribe.com, +43 676 512 12 40"


